Healing?

Beagle (in'sence)
Israel is central to Jewish self-d.

Hunger: caveat about license for ch.

- overlaid with guilt (embarrassment and objection) (filed)

Shoah: absence of pluralism in Israel: dualistic impervious

Transmission of values requires a religious entity.

- Judaism, Judaism defined but what we are not.
  Not Christian. 

As time passes, Christianity is a less significant part of ear.
- Legitimacy of claims of State of Israel to define
  who is a Jew in definition.

- Zionism
  - Liberation
  - Revolution of the Masses en masse

- Religious State: orthodox = family law.

May have to scratch pretty deep to get at anyone's religious commitment.
Many of these are tacit, intuition, not consistent with
formal teachings of organized churches.
Ben Stecher needs for communication.

Bilateral - Israel / Dropage as small part of the need.

Communications among Jews multilaterally were important.

Duplication that existing institutions don't meet the needs and interests of large sections of victims of people, like myself, who still seeks friends and it's for some people you can't have to scratch pretty deep.

But responding to Ben Stecher as common good news, bad news...

it's already pretty effective, miss...
Cannat

explicit net for

culturalARB

denit to met gination

motional dimension - treasure

Hebrew agenda

- cultural pluralism, missing in Israel.
- countermass - 5779 Israel's - single?
- Jerusalem - rigidification, constantly by fanatics

Ben Kedem - Israel's dream... no debts.

Talwar

- external voice on fanaticism pressure, e.g. Jerusalem
- info should proceed to compete in belief, culture

- an Israeli - BBC

"peoplehood" - be go quarter, in and out

a only one to mention Christianity in Islam.
"Kiddush Hashabbat - what I esteem with love.

At Bergman in 1933.

P.S. software - Elia Evans

Hebrew University, falling on site as world center.
Rabbinic assin as index of polarization, cleavage within Israel.
What does Judaism mean in Israel.

These people do not want to hear about contact & Christianity.
But what are Jewish ideas if not so contrasted.
Else, they are the freeders + Christen = Western.

Aspen: Aspen, culture & policy.
Jews in state, widespread.
Most Jews in freedom, in denying large.
Systemic misunderstanding's (Hechi).
Self-questionness.

Political struct 'deep Israeli/democracy.'
No IndoJewish cultural visual space.


R. Berman: angry at Israeli imperialism, failure to develop secular Judaism.
Curses, defensiveness: at least pluralism has a remembrance expressional rejected by majority of all, Israelis and abroad.
The pluralism in US, diaspora. What can Israel still teach? Has to put more in order.

Point: met and community? World divided + −

Ch. W acceptance of God

Eliška: How to sustain quality control
and p253, software − News, Truth
he underlies customary.